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Weddings are forever. 
Let your wedding tell an endless story…

The beautiful cake, that wonderful wedding dress and all the elegant elements 
of your wedding won’t be remembered long after the wedding. But your 
wedding media will continue telling your story; a timeless testimony never to 
be forgotten. The beautiful story of your special day is the best gift you can give 
yourself after all!

We are not there just to make a record of your event; we are there to tell your 
story. 

Our goal is to create a unique, beautiful and timeless story; to capture the 
essence of your beautiful love story. 

We look forward to telling your love story in a way that will bring smiles and 
tears of joy whenever see it!

Sincerely, 

team1000words



Lets immortalize
our moment

Pre/Post Wedding Themed Shoot

COMPLETE GHS 1200

components
themed shoot GHS 900

photobook micro GHS 300



Today I make
my intent known:

May I marry
your Daughter?

Traditional Wedding/Engagement

COMPLETE   GHS 2200

components
prep + bride’s dress-up GHS 400
traditional wedding GHS 1000
exclusives  GHS 400

photobook mini  GHS 400

<<time up to 6 hours>>



And the two shall
become one flesh.

So they are
no longer two,

but one.
Mark 10:8

COMPLETE  GHS 4000

components
groom’s dress-up  GHS 400
bride’s dress-up  GHS 500
wedding ceremony GHS 1300
exclusives  GHS 400
cocktail/reception/dinner GHS 800

photobook standard GHS 600

<<time up to 8 hours>>

Wedding



Houses and wealth
are inherited from

parents,
but a prudent wife

is from the
Lord.

Proverbs 19:14

COMPLETE    GHS 5100

components

engagement
bride’s dress-up  GHS 300*
traditional wedding  GHS 900*
exclusives   GHS 300*

wedding
groom’s dress-up  GHS 300*
bride’s dress-up  GHS 400*
wedding ceremony  GHS 1200*
exclusives   GHS 300*
cocktail/reception/dinner GHS 700*

photobook pro plus  GHS 700*

Traditional Wedding/Engagement & Wedding Combo

a discount of GHS 100 has been given on
all items in the combo package



A moment
in time

0 to 3 hours  GHS 1000
3 to 6 hours  GHS 1750
6 to 9 hours  GHS 2500

This is to give an overview of our rates. The Final cost of the 
service will be included in an agreement document which will 
be forwarded to you for your acceptance. The final cost is 
guided by your unique requirements. Transportation and 
lodging cost will be borne by the client, if the event is outside the 

Accra-Tema Metropolis.

For any events associated with weddings 
and engagements, e.g. sunday services, 
lunches, dinners, parties etc.

Events



A Wife of noble
character who

can find?
She is worth

far more than
rubies.
Proverbs 31:!0

albums
photo album (190 pics) GHS 400

photobooks
photobook micro  GHS 300
photobook mini  GHS 400
photobook standard GHS 600
photobook pro plus GHS 800
photobook cover sleeve GHS 100

prints
5x7 gloss print  GHS 2
8x12 gloss print  GHS 5

photobook size chart
micro 8x8”  mini - 8x11”
standard 15x11” pro plus 16x12”
a delivery period of 4 - 12 weeks applies

Print Options



Manufacturing
Moving

Memories

Coverage time

0 to 2 hours  GHS 1200
2 to 4 hours  GHS 2400
4 to 8 hours  GHS 3600

please note that coverage time does
directly relate to the length of the 
final video

We provide a concise video reel capturing the highlights of your 
event, often combined with still images, to tell the unique story of 
your event. Each video montage comes with a complementary 
branded DVD. Video Montages do not cover your entire event, 
minute by minute but rather the most memorable moments 
during it that captures the essense of the event and beautifully 

captures your uniqe story within.

Video Montages



Framing
Your

Memories

Frames

5x7 unmounted  GHS 50
5x7 mounted  GHS 55

8x10 unmounted  GHS 65
8x10 mounted  GHS 75

10x12 unmounted GHS 80
10x12 mounted  GHS 90

12x16 unmounted GHS 120
12x16 mounted  GHS 135

16x20 unmounted GHS 200
16X20 mounted  GHS 230

20x24 unmounted GHS 400
20x24 mounted  GHS 450
(signing board)

Frames



All this for just photos/videos? Like seriously? 
No, you are not paying for just photos/videos; you are paying for an experience; you’re paying for something 
unique; and ultimately you’re paying so we can create a work of art for your wedding. Our weddings come 
optionally with a photo-book, and that in itself makes your wedding awesomely unique! While our prices 
might possibly be above some budgets for photography/videography [in Ghana] our services are worth 
every pesewa invested. 

What is a photostory album?
We preserve the visual sentiments of your special day in an album of the finest quality; the Photostory album 
is a photobook of uniquely chosen photos beautifully arranged to tell your story. To ensure a high print quality 
and finish, all albums are printed from a reputable print firm and shipped to all locations. This is a work of art 
that will preserve memories of your day for many years.

What is a Themed Shoot session?
A themed story session is a specialized photoshoot of the couple around a pre-discussed theme. As part of 
your photography experience, you get to create great photos that tell the story of your unique and beautiful 
relationship. This requires allocation of at least an hour block of time in plans for the day. It’s a fun fast-paced 
shoot session mixing formal bride’s shoot, groom’s shoot, casual, and intimate shots of couple into one 
beautiful experience. You get to have diverse photos taking advantage of different backgrounds and shot 
candidly. Bottom line: this is a great way to capture your unique story. Most couples do this for their 
pre-wedding shoot, but it can also be done as a post-wedding shoot/honeymoon shoot. It is an enjoyable 
experience that will add colour and context to your love story

What is a Video Montage? 
Long wedding videos are sometimes hard to watch, our video montage brings together the most exciting 
highlights of your day in motion video accompanied with beautifully processed images from your day 
culminating in a fun and easily rewatchable story that you can share with family and friends. Video Montages 
are usually under 25 minutes. Currently we do not provide full video coverage of events.

Our image montage is quite similar but consists only of the images from the day with no video content.

Ok, so how do I book your services?
1. Choose the package(s) you want, from the above as well as your preferred deliverables (e.g. prints, 
photobooks, etc) [if you have any special requests, kindly add those additional requests to your selected 
package] e.g.: engagement & wedding combo + video montage + photobook standard

2. Send your request to info@team1000words, with the date, time & location of the event. If we are available 
to shoot your event we will forward you the service agreements document; which includes the service 
charges and terms of service

3. Sign-off the service agreement and make a deposit of 25% to confirm booking for the proposed date.

FAQs



Do the packages come with Photobooks/Albums?
Yes, The prices of the packages have photobooks included. However if you want alternative options check 
out our Print Options section and make a change and the cost of the package will be altered for you.

Do you do weddings outside the Accra/Tema Metropolis?
Yes we do. For events outside the Accra/Tema metropolis we charge a transportation fee, and if it requires 
staying the night, the cost of accommodation will fall onto the client. Our transportation fees start from GHS 
150 depending on the destination

When do I talk to/meet the photographer?
First things first. it is important to make your booking. Once the booking process is complete you will be 
assigned a photographer for your event and at that time you can meet them at our studio to discuss the 
specifics of the event.

Do you have any other services you provide except for Photography/Videography?
At the moment no. We do not offer any services aside from Photography and Videography. We can give 
suggestions for other vendors who can help you though.

How long does it take for me to get my pictures/videos?
On average it takes 4-6 working weeks from the date of your event to receive the images/video on a DVD. 
The DVD for images in not an image sideshow. For Photobooks it takes another 4-6 working weeks before 
the photobook is delivered. So in total from start to finish if you have ordered a photobook it takes between 2 
and 3 months.

What happens when there is a change in prices?
For all clients who have completed the booking process and made the deposit, all agreed prices prevail. For 
prospective clients who have seen our rates and as yet have not made the deposit or completed the booking 
process the new rates will apply. All rates for all services provided can be changed at any time.

How many images are in the photobook?
Photobooks are uniquely designed for each event. There is no standard template and the number of pictures 
in each album is more dependant on the design of the photobook than on the size of the book. We can 
attempt to give you a rough estimate but these numbers vary widely according to the design of the book. For 
the Mini 50-100 for the Standard 200-400 for the Pro Plus its between 250 and 450.

How long do you stay for an event?
For the Events & Photo Shoots we work according to the time paid for. For engagements we do half days 
which can go up to 6 hours and for weddings we do full days which can go up to 12 hours. We usually try 
and stay to the end of any event but when there are long delays we reserve the right to leave at the 
appropriate time.

FAQs



Visit Us @
http://www.team1000words.com

https://www.facebook.com/team1000words
https://www.facebook.com/teamthousandwords

bookings@team1000words
0264 89 5059

To make enquiries or a booking,
call or send an e-mail to:

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES CAN BE CHANGED WITHOUT NOTICE AND ARE  QUOTED IN GHSPLEASE NOTE THAT ALL PRICES CAN BE CHANGED WITHOUT NOTICE AND ARE  QUOTED IN GHS

Contact Information





team1000words - immortalizing memories


